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Any sewing machine with a good 

straight stitch will work for 

improv machine piecing. That 

means a $150 vintage Kenmore found 

at your local thrift store will probably 

work just fine. Or better yet, support 

your local Sew & Vac and buy a used 

machine there. If you do that, the 

machine will be fully tuned and you will 

most likely get a limited warranty and 

a lesson or two. But if you are serious 

about being an improv machine piecer, 

you will eventually want to upgrade—

and when you do, these are the features 

you are going to want on your machine.

Needle up/down
The needle up/down option is usually 

a button on the front of the machine 

that allows you to tell the needle to stop 

in the down position. If the machine 

does not allow you to choose, you can 

ask your sewing machine maintenance 

person if it is possible to change the 

setting so that the needle always lands 

in the down position instead of the 

up position. If the machine is entirely 

mechanical, your repair shop should be 

able to do this. I have done this on all of 

my old machines. If the needle is in the 

down position when you stop sewing, 

it is helping you hold the fabric in place 

and that is a good thing. 

Free-hand system 
A free-hand system (FHS) looks like a 

bent wire hanger and attaches to the 

sewing machine via a small hole on 

the right side of the machine, and it 

allows you to raise the pressure foot 

with your knee rather than your hand. 

Many machines now have this feature. 

Unfortunately, many quilt makers 

do not take advantage of the FHS to 

improve the quality of their work. If you 

are serious about your craftsmanship, 

you need to learn how to gas your 

machine with your left foot and use the 

FHS with your right knee. I am super 

serious about this, folks. This is a power 

tool in our world. If you are never 

going to piece a hand-drawn line, i.e., 

you always use a ruler or you are never 

going to piece a curve or a circle then 

okay; you do not need to learn how to 

use the FHS. Otherwise you do.

Heel tap needle up/down
I am addicted to my heel tap needle up/

down. This means with a tap of my heel 

on my foot pedal, I can bring my needle 

up or down while still keeping both 

hands on my fabric. Look for the needle 

up/down icon on the foot pedal.

Thread spindle
Ideally, the machine will give you the 

option of a horizontal thread holder 

and a vertical thread holder. But if you 

can only get one, get a machine with a 

horizontal thread holder. A horizontal 

thread holder usually means a more 

consistent tension and stitch, especially 

if you are machine quilting.

Straight stitch needle plate
Almost every machine has a single stitch 

needle plate you can buy at your sewing 

machine dealership—or on eBay, if your 

sewing machine is an older model. The 

regular needle plate has a very large 

opening so you can do all kinds of fancy 

stitches. The single stitch needle plate 

has a very small opening which restricts 

the needle’s mobility—it can only go up 

and down. You cannot go side to side or 

zigzag with this plate on the machine—

the needle will break. This gives you 

more control over the fabric and your 

stitching. It greatly reduces the chances 

that the feed dogs will eat the fabric.
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Lighting system
Purchase the best lighting system you 

can afford. Your eyes will thank you. 

Extension table
These are a bit spendy—about $100—

but they are totally worth it. I find that 

having the extra table area dramatically 

improves my control when working 

with large sections of a quilt. I can keep 

the entire quilt on the extension table 

and this reduces drag, which sewing 

machines do not like. Most local Sew & 

Vac shops will order one for you if you 

tell them the make and model of your 

sewing machine. 

Bobbin case
After years of helping students learn 

how to piece on their sewing machines, 

I have found that a bobbin case is a 

bonus. The bobbin case gives you the 

ability to control the tension on the 

thread going through the needle and 

the thread going through the bobbin. I 

also feel that overall, a sewing machine 

with a bobbin case has better long-term 

tension. 

The feet 
It’s time to tell you about my four 

cannot-live-without feet.

� The ¼" foot
Almost every machine has one of these. 

Essentially, if you use the edge of this 

foot as a guide you will get a consistent 

¼" seam, which is the best width for 

machine piecing. It is a stable seam 

width that does not add additional bulk 

to the quilt. You can use the edge of a 

regular foot as a guide, but the seams 

will be wider and bulkier. You can 

also put a barrier of some kind on the 

machine to help guide you. Both work, 

but a ¼" foot is the worth money. It is. 

For improv and curved piecing, you 

want a ¼" foot that does not have a 

flange. The flange means you can only 

stitch a straight line and we want to be 

able to curve our stitched line.

� Hopping foot
Some people call this foot a free-motion 

embroidery foot, some call it a darning 

foot, some call it a free-motion quilting 

foot. I call it a hopping foot because it 

does all of those things, and it hops. The 

hopping along with your skill set is what 

creates the free-motion thread work. 

This is the foot you need to do any sort 

of free-form stitching. You do not need 

a fancy, uber-expensive embroidery 

system. You need a hopping foot and 

couple of machine quilting classes. You 

see, free-form machine quilting is the 

same as free-form embroidery. The only 

difference is the stabilizer. A quilt has 

three layers which help stabilize the 

fabric. If you are free-motion stitching 

with only one layer, you will need a 

stabilizer. And I think that is as far as we 

need to go on the topic. Just remember a 

hopping foot can be used for all kinds of 

free-motion work not just quilting.

� Walking foot or dual feed system
If you venture beyond sewing two small 

pieces of cloth together, you should 

consider purchasing a walking foot. 

The walking foot mimics the feed dogs, 

those little teeth that help feed the fabric 

under the sewing machine foot. Using 

a walking foot means you now have 

feed dogs above and below the fabric. 

This gives you incredible control. Have 

you ever sewn two long pieces of fabric 

together, and when you got to the end 

of the stitching, one piece was several 

inches longer than the other? Well, if 

you had used a walking foot or dual feed 

system that would never have happened. 

� Jeans foot
I think of the jeans foot as the almost-

walking foot. It gives me great control 

with thick fabrics (think bindings) 

while also giving me more visibility than 

I have with a walking foot. Try it, you 

might like it. I use my jeans foot when 

working with thick fabrics, attaching 

bindings, and topstitching wools. See 

how it has a very small hole for the 

needle? This helps keep the needle 

moving up and down through thick 

material.  
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